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SUMMARY

Nucleosomes help structure chromosomes by com-
pacting DNA into fibers. To gain insight into how
nucleosomes are arranged in vivo, we combined
quantitative super-resolution nanoscopy with com-
puter simulations to visualize andcount nucleosomes
along the chromatin fiber in single nuclei. Nucleo-
somes assembled in heterogeneous groups of vary-
ing sizes, here termed ‘‘clutches,’’ and these were
interspersed with nucleosome-depleted regions.
The median number of nucleosomes inside clutches
and their compaction defined as nucleosome density
were cell-type-specific. Ground-state pluripotent
stem cells had, on average, less dense clutches con-
taining fewer nucleosomes and clutch size strongly
correlated with the pluripotency potential of induced
pluripotent stem cells. RNA polymerase II preferen-
tially associated with the smallest clutches while
linker histone H1 and heterochromatin were enriched
in the largest ones. Our results reveal how the
chromatin fiber is formed at nanoscale level and link
chromatin fiber architecture to stem cell state.

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic nucleosomes are a repeating unit of the chromatin,

formed by 146 base pairs (bp) of DNA wrapped around octamers

of the four core histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) (Luger

et al., 1997). The histone H1 binds DNA entry/exit points of nucle-

osomes and to linker DNA between nucleosomes to compact the

chromatin (Woodcock et al., 2006). According to the ‘‘textbook

picture,’’ chromatin compaction follows a hierarchical model

where nucleosomes form a ‘‘beads-on-string’’ fiber of 10 nm in

diameter, which folds into higher ordered fibers of 30 nm, which

in turn compact progressively into larger fibers of 100–200 nm

(Finch and Klug, 1976; Song et al., 2014; Widom, 1992).
The existence of this hierarchical organization inside intact

eukaryotic nuclei in vivo has recently been debated after cryo-

electron microscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and

electron spectroscopic imaging experiments failed to detect

the 30-nm fiber (Efroni et al., 2008; Fussner et al., 2012; Joti

et al., 2012; Nishino et al., 2012). These studies led to the overall

conclusion that the eukaryotic nuclei are mainly composed of

10 nm fibers even though the core histone proteins could not

be identified unequivocally using these methods due to their

lack of molecular specificity. In addition, genome-wide analyses

have revealed that nucleosomes are depleted at promoter and

terminator regions and at many enhancers (Struhl and Segal,

2013). Since the 30-nm fiber arrangement imposes specific con-

strains on nucleosome occupancy and positioning (Fussner

et al., 2011a), genome-wide analyses along with the latest imag-

ing results argue against a hierarchical organization of nucleo-

somes along the chromatin fiber. However, due to the limitations

of previous approaches,whicheither lackmolecular specificity or

are based on population studies, histones have not been specif-

ically visualized in intact nuclei and thus theorganization of nucle-

osomes along the chromatin fiber has not been resolved so far.

Here, we used super-resolution nanoscopy (stochastic optical

reconstruction microscopy [STORM]) (Rust et al., 2006) to visu-

alize the structure of the chromatin fiber of a large variety of

different cells at single cell level with a resolution of �20 nm by

imaging the core histone protein H2B. Super-resolution has pre-

viously been used to visualize chromatin in interphase (Bohn

et al., 2010; Wombacher et al., 2010) and in dividing nuclei (Mat-

suda et al., 2010). Up to date, however, super-resolution studies

of chromatin have not addressed questions regarding the orga-

nization of single or groups of nucleosomes, the overall nucleo-

some occupancy level of DNA andwhether these parameters are

consistent with the 30-nm fiber. Moreover, how the chromatin

organization changes at the nanoscale level as a function of

cell state such as pluripotent or differentiated state, while of

fundamental significance for DNA accessibility and gene expres-

sion, has not yet been addressed. Overall, a quantitative

approach that can estimate the number of nucleosomes within

the chromatin fiber and thus identify nucleosome spatial

arrangement has been lacking.
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Our observations indicate that nucleosomes are grouped

in discrete domains along the chromatin fiber, which we

termed ‘‘nucleosome clutches’’ in analogy with ‘‘egg clutches.’’

Clutches are interspersed with nucleosome-depleted regions

and the number of nucleosomes per clutch is very heteroge-

neous in a given nucleus arguing against the existence of a

well-organized and ordered fiber. These observations were

validated by computer simulations, which were also used to

estimate the nucleosome occupancy of the chromatin fiber.

Two-color STORM showed increased levels of H1 in larger and

denser clutches containing more nucleosomes, which formed

the ‘‘closed’’ heterochromatin. On the other hand, ‘‘open’’ chro-

matin was formed by smaller and less dense clutches which

associated with RNA Polymerase II. Strikingly, despite the het-

erogeneity in clutch size in a given nucleus, on average differen-

tiated cells contained larger and denser clutches compared to

stem cells. These results reveal the nanoscale architecture of

the chromatin fiber by showing how nucleosomes are arrayed

in intact interphase nuclei.

RESULTS

Nucleosomes in Interphase Nuclei of Human Somatic
Cells Are Organized in Discrete Nanodomains
To reveal the organization of chromatin at nanoscale resolution,

we recorded STORM images of the core histone protein H2B in

interphase human fibroblast nuclei (hFb) since H2B is one of the

histoneswith fewer tail modifications and functional variants with

known function (Kamakaka and Biggins, 2005). STORM images

revealed a striking organization of H2B inside the nucleus (Fig-

ure 1A, left), which was not evident with conventional fluores-

cence microscopy (Figure S1A). H2B appeared clustered in

discrete and spatially separated nanodomains (Figure 1A, left

zooms). The H2B nanodomain density (number of nanodomains

per unit area) was �25% higher in the nuclear periphery, where

the heterochromatin is thought to be located, compared to the

nuclear interior. Since H2B is a core histone of the nucleosome

octamer, its localization should reflect the arrangement of nucle-

osomes within the chromatin fiber. Accordingly, another core

histone protein of the nucleosome octamer, H3, was similarly

clustered in discrete nanodomains (Figure S1B). Furthermore,

as expected, �85% of H3 co-localized with H2B (Figure S1C).

To rule out the possibility that the observed clustered distribu-

tion of H2B was due to sample preparation or labeling methods

used, we performed a series of control experiments. First, the

clustered distribution of H2B was independent of the fixation

and permeabilization protocols used (Figures S1D and S1E).

Second, STORM images contained discrete nanodomains

when H2B was indirectly labeled using an antibody against

SNAP tag in cells stably expressing H2B-SNAP (Figure S1F).

Third, we ruled out potential artifacts in H2B STORM images

associated with the large size of the antibody by comparing to

nanobody labeling (Figures S1G–S1N). Fourth, labeling effi-

ciency defects were also ruled out by computer simulations of

nucleosome arrangements (see further details in Extended

Experimental Procedures and DNA Fiber Is Not Fully Occupied

with Nucleosomes section). Finally, to confirm the existence

of H2B nanodomains in living cells we imaged H2B-mEos2 or
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H2B-PA-mCherry expressing hFbs. In both cases super-resolu-

tion imaging reveled discrete and spatially separated nanodo-

mains as in the case of fixed cells (Figures 1B and S1O).

We next analyzed the nucleosome organization in cells under-

going massive epigenome modifications and chromatin rear-

rangements. For this, hFbs were treated with Trichostatin A

(TSA) (TSA-hFb), a potent inhibitor of histone deacetylase

enzyme, which leads to genome-wide decondensation of chro-

matin through accumulation of acetylation groups on histone

tails (Tóth et al., 2004). As expected, there was a large increase

in H3 acetylation after TSA treatment (Figure S1P). TSA treat-

ment also resulted in visually evident changes in the nuclear dis-

tribution of H2B nanodomains (Figure 1A, right), which appeared

dimmer and hence contained less localizations. Furthermore,

the nanodomains were also more dispersed within the nucleus

(Figure 1A, right zooms). The H2B nanodomain density was

enhanced by �10% in the nuclear periphery of TSA-hFbs

compared to the nuclear interior, although it was less dense

than the nuclear periphery of untreated hFbs. Finally, the distri-

bution of acetylated H3 was also highly dispersed in the nuclei,

mirroring the spatial re-distribution observed for the H2B nano-

domains after TSA treatment (Figure S1P). These changes over-

all indicate that nucleosomes undergo spatial rearrangement in

hFb nuclei upon chromatin decondensation.

To gain quantitative insight into the H2B nanodomains,

we next developed a cluster identification algorithm to group

the localizations in STORM images into nanodomains (Extended

Experimental Procedures; Figures 1C and S1Q). Quantitative

analysis revealed that the distributions of the number of localiza-

tions per nanodomain, nanodomain areas, and nanodomain

nearest neighbor distances (nnds) were shifted to lower values

in TSA-hFbs compared to hFbs (Figure 1D), and hence nucleo-

somes showed statistically significant spatial re-organization af-

ter TSA treatment and chromatin decondensation.

In control experiments, nanodomain areas of hFbs were

similar when H2B was labeled with an antibody (Mean Area ±

SEM = 830 ± 70 nm2, n = 11 cells), with GFP-nanobody in

hFbs transfected with H2B-GFP (Mean Area ± SEM = 660 ±

70 nm2, n = 7 cells, p = 0.1760) and in living or fixed hFbs

expressing H2B-mEos2 or H2B-PA-mCherry (Mean Area ±

SEM = 660 ± 30 nm2 in living cells, n = 12 cells, p = 0.068 and

610 ± 40 nm2 in fixed cells, n = 5 cells, p = 0.1088, Figure S1R),

indicating that the large size of the antibody or fixation did not

significantly affect the spatial resolution of H2B STORM images

or the organization of nanodomains. The number of localizations

per nanodomain was lower when using fluorescent proteins

compared to organic fluorophores as expected (Figure S1R),

since mEos2 and PA-mCherry are known to undergo less blink-

ing and photoactivate with only moderate efficiency (Durisic

et al., 2014) compared to AlexaFluor647.

Wild-Type Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells Cultured under
Different Media Conditions and Mutants Have Distinct
Nucleosome Organization in Interphase
To assess the nucleosome organization of pluripotent cells, we

next imaged H2B in mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs).

mESCs were cultured under two different media conditions: (1)

with serum and the cytokine leukemia inhibitory factor (sLif),



Figure 1. Nucleosomes Are Arranged in

Discrete Nanodomains in Interphase Nuclei

of Human Somatic Cells

(A) Representative STORM images of H2B in hu-

man fibroblast nucleus (hFb, left) (n = 11 cells) and

Trichostatin A (TSA)-treated human fibroblast nu-

cleus (TSA-hFb, right) (n = 11 cells). Progressively

higher zooms of the regions inside the red squares

are shown next to each nucleus.

(B) Live cell super-resolution images of hFbs ex-

pressing H2B-mEos2. Progressively higher zooms

of the regions inside the red squares are shown

next to each nucleus.

(C) Density images showing regions of high (red)

and low (blue) H2B density (number of H2B local-

izations per unit area) in hFb (upper) and TSA-hFb

(lower) according to the color scale bar. After

thresholding, the density images are converted

into binary images in which regions containing H2B

localizations appear white. Every white region is

analyzed using a cluster identification algorithm

that groups the individual localizations based on

their proximity into nanodomains. Shown are

example nanodomains in hFb (upper) and TSA-

hFb (lower) for which localizations (crosses) having

the same color belong to the same nanodomain.

The centroid position of each nanodomain is

shown as a black dot. The nearest neighbor dis-

tances (nnds) between nanodomains inside the

white regions are calculated (double head black

arrows), along with the number of localizations per

nanodomain and the nanodomain area.

(D) Representative distributions of the number of

H2B localizations per nanodomain, nanodomain

area, and nnds between nanodomains in hFb (blue)

and TSA-hFb (red) for the cells shown in (A). Sta-

tistical significance between the different distribu-

tions is shown as *** (p < 10�3).

See also Figure S1.
and (2) with inhibitors of two kinases (Mek and Gsk3) known as

‘‘2i’’ and Lif (2iLif). mESCs cultured in sLif have heterogeneous

morphology, exhibit heterogeneous expression of pluripotency

factors (Cahan and Daley, 2013), and display appreciable ex-

pression of ectoderm and mesoderm genes (Marks et al.,

2012). On the other hand, 2iLif maintains mESCs in a ground-

state (Ying et al., 2008), characterized by no predetermined pro-
Cell 160, 1145–1158
gram of their transcriptional profile and a

more homogenous expression of pluripo-

tency factors (Marks et al., 2012; Wray

et al., 2010).

As expected, mESCs cultured in sLif

expressed varying levels of the pluripo-

tency marker Nanog (Figure S2A). Low

Nanog expressing cells (Figure S2A, up-

per) had bright nanodomains in STORM

images (i.e., containing a large number

of localizations) (Figure 2A, type 1, yellow

arrowheads). On the other hand, high

Nanog expressing mESCs cultured in

sLif (Figure S2A, lower) mostly had dim
nanodomains (Figure 2B, type 2, cyan arrowheads). In addition,

the nanodomains appeared more dispersed inside the nucleus.

Nanodomains of mESCs cultured in 2iLif and of mESCsTcf3�/�

were mostly dim (Figures 2C, 2D, and 2G). Similar to 2iLif,

the deletion of Tcf3 (mESCsTcf3�/�), a key effector of the Wnt/

b-catenin pathway, was also previously shown to maintain

the ground-state of pluripotency (Cole et al., 2008; Tam et al.,
, March 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1147



Figure 2. Nucleosomes Are Arranged in

Discrete Nanodomains in Interphase Nuclei

of Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells

(A–F) Representative STORM images of H2B in (A)

type 1 mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs)

cultured in serum plus Lif (sLif) (n = 8 cells), (B) type

2 mESCs cultured in sLif (n = 6 cells), (C) mESCs

cultured in 2iLif (n = 15 cells), (D) mutant mESCs

lacking Tcf3 (mESCTcf3�/�) (n = 10 cells), (E)

neuronal precursor cells (mNPC) obtained after

differentiation of mESCs (n = 9 cells), and (F)

mutant mESCs that are triple H1 knockout

(mESCH1tKO) (n = 15 cells). Next to each cell type,

higher zooms of the regions inside the red squares

are shown. Yellow arrowheads point to bright

nanodomains comprising a large number of lo-

calizations whereas cyan arrowheads point to

dimmer nanodomains comprising a small number

of localizations.

(G and H) Density image showing the differences in

nanodomain organization of mESCs cultured in

2iLif (G) and mNPCs (H). Regions of high (red) and

low (blue) H2B density are shown according to the

color scale bar.

(I) Representative distributions of the number of

H2B localizationspernanodomainandnanodomain

nnds in mESCs cultured in 2iLif medium (red) and

mNPCs (blue) for the cells shown in (C) and (E).

Statistical significance is shown as *** (p < 10�3).

See also Figure S2.
2008; Yi et al., 2008). When mESCs were differentiated into

neural precursor cells (mNPCs) the H2B nanodomains became

brighter, resembling those observed in hFbs (Figures 2E

and 2H).

ESCsTcf3�/� were shown to contain large epigenome modifi-

cations (Lluis et al., 2011). Accordingly, there was increased level

of acetylation in these cells (Figure S2B) with respect to type 1

mESCs cultured in sLif (Figure S2C).mESCs cultured in 2iLif (Fig-

ure S2D) as well as type 2 mESCs cultured in sLif (Figure S2E)

also contained higher levels of H3 acetylation, while mNPCs

showed a lower level of H3 acetylation (Figure S2F).
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Taken together, these results indicate

that the chromatin in ground-state

mESCs is characterized by dimmer H2B

nanodomains, which are more dispersed

inside the nuclear space and by increased

acetylation level.

The linker histone H1 is thought to play

an important role in chromatin organiza-

tion and higher order compaction (Clau-

sell et al., 2009; Woodcock et al., 2006).

mESCs carrying a deletion of three H1

isoforms (mESCH1tKO), which were shown

to have reduced chromatin compaction

(Fan et al., 2005) contained a large

amount of dim nanodomains (Figure 2F)

having a similar organization to those

observed in mESCs cultured in 2iLif and

in mESCsTcf3�/�.

Quantitative analysis also confirmed that the number of local-

izations per nanodomain and nanodomain nnds were lower in

ground-state mESCs with respect to somatic mNPCs (Figures

2I and 3, below).

Nanodomains Contain a Discrete Number of
Nucleosomes and the Nucleosome Number Correlates
with Pluripotency
Given the identical labeling and imaging conditions used for each

cell type (Extended Experimental Procedures; Table S1), the

number of nucleosomes should scale with the number of



localizations (Dani et al., 2010). Nanodomains in any given nu-

cleus contained a large distribution of localizations spanning

two orders of magnitude (�3 to 300) (Figures 1D and 2I), indi-

cating that they comprised heterogeneous groups with varying

numbers of nucleosomes. We will refer to these heterogeneous

nucleosome groups as ‘‘nucleosome clutches’’ in analogy to

‘‘egg clutches’’ and we will use the term ‘‘clutch size’’ inter-

changeably with the number of nucleosomes per clutch. Despite

this heterogeneity, themedian number of localizations per clutch

in individual cells correlated strongly with cell type and showed

statistically significant differences between hFbs and TSA-

hFbs and among the different mESCs (Figures 3A and 3B). Con-

trol experiments showed that themedian number of localizations

per clutch in hFbswas similar whenH3was labeled (Nlocalizations =

24 ± 2) instead of H2B (Nlocalizations = 24 ± 4) and under different

fixation and permeabilization conditions (Nlocalizations = 24 ± 4 for

ethanol/methanol fixation, Nlocalizations = 26 ± 3 for PFA fixation),

excluding potential sample labeling artifacts.

Overall, the differences in the median numbers of localizations

indicate that nucleosomes assemble into clutches of larger size

in hFbs compared to TSA-hFbs (Figure 3A). Similarly, nucleo-

somes formed larger clutches in differentiated mNPCs and

mESCs cultured in sLif compared to mESCs cultured in 2iLif,

mESCTcf3�/� and mESCH1tKO (Figure 3B).

In order to relate themedian number of localizations to theme-

dian number of nucleosomes in different cell types, we further

generated a calibration curve by imaging in vitro-labeled mono-

nucleosomes and polynucleosome arrays containing 12- or 24-

nucleosomes (Grigoryev et al., 2009) (Extended Experimental

Procedures; Figures S3A–S3C). Mononucleosomes had a me-

dian number of ten localizations, indicating a high detection effi-

ciency of single nucleosomes using STORM. We also labeled

and imaged the 12- and 24-polynucleosome arrays in the pres-

ence of nuclear extract to better emulate the crowding of the

nuclear environment (Extended Experimental Procedures). A

similar median number of localizations was obtained in the pres-

ence of the extract (Figures 3C, S3B, and S3D) reassuring that

labeling efficiency does not significantly differ under both condi-

tions. The calibration curve was also validated by imaging a

plasmid with a length allowing the assembly of �20 nucleo-

somes. The median number of localizations obtained corre-

sponded to 19.5 ± 2 nucleosomes after interpolation, confirming

that the calibration curve was indeed accurate (Figure 3C). We

also estimated that on average 1.6 antibodies (1/0.6) were pre-

sent on one mononucleosome Figures 3C, inset, S3A, and

S3B). We note that even when the antibody binding efficiency

was similar in the absence and presence of nuclear extract, we

cannot fully exclude some underestimation in the nucleosome

numbers, in particular for the larger clutches. Nevertheless,

this underestimation should not affect the relative comparison

among the different cell types.

We next used the calibration curve to estimate the median

number of nucleosomes per clutch (Figure 3D). Clutches in

hFbs comprised a median of �8 nucleosomes whereas this

number decreased to�2 nucleosomes after TSA treatment (Fig-

ure 3D, left). mESCs cultured in sLif constituted a heterogeneous

population compared to other mESCs, consisting of cells with a

median ofR4.5 nucleosomes (type 1 mESCs, corresponding to
22 ± 2 localizations) and cells with amedian of <4.5 nucleosomes

per clutch (type 2 mESCs, corresponding to 17 ± 2 localizations)

(Figure 3D, right; Extended Experimental Procedures). mNPCs

were also heterogeneous and had clutches with on average a

larger number of nucleosomes (�6, Figure 3D, right). The number

of nucleosomes per clutch was less variable in mESCs cultured

in 2iLif, mESCTcf3�/�, and mESCsH1tKO (median of�3,�3.5, and

�2, respectively) (Figure 3D, right). These results indicate that

nucleosomes are assembled together in smaller clutches in

pluripotent cells and in increasing numbers in differentiated cells.

Furthermore, clutch size drastically changes upon chromatin de-

condensation after TSA treatment.

hFbs had more densely compacted nucleosome clutches

compared to TSA-hFbs (Figure 3E) as determined from the

median nucleosome density (number of nucleosomes per unit

area). Nucleosome density was likewise higher for mNPCs and

mESCs cultured in sLif with respect to mESCs cultured in 2iLif,

mESCsTcf3�/� and mESCsH1tKO (Figure 3F). Therefore, nucleo-

some density is in general low in pluripotent cells and nucleo-

some compaction increases upon differentiation.

Clutch Size Correlates with the Pluripotency Grade of
Human-Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells
Next, we aimed to study whether the number of nucleosomes

per clutch could be predictive of the pluripotency grade

in human-induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSCs) clones, as

defined by their gene expression profile and propensity to

differentiate. hiPSCs were generated from hFbs and character-

ized using standard methods (Figures S4A–S4D). The hiPSC

clone 13 and 8 were both pluripotent since they were AP-pos-

itive and expressed the stem cell markers TRA1-60, SSEA4,

Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog. However, while the hiPSC clone 13

formed embryoid bodies, which differentiated into the three

germ layers, and generated large and fully differentiated tera-

tomas in mice, the hiPSC clone 8 did not form the ectoderm

layer from the embryoid bodies and it generated very small

undifferentiated teratomas in vivo (Figures S4A–S4D). Further-

more, the Oct4 expression level of single cells in the hiPSC

clone 8 was 14-fold lower compared to hiPSC clone 13 (Fig-

ure S4B). Therefore, the pluripotency grade of clone 13 was

higher compared to clone 8. To rank the pluripotency grade

of all hiPSC clones in a more quantitative manner, we used

the gene card technology that gives a pluripotency score based

on expression level of stemness genes and differentiation pro-

pensity compared to a reference set of formerly characterized

human embryonic stem cell (hESC) and hiPSC lines (Bock

et al., 2011). The gene card results agreed with the classical

characterization of clones 8 and 13 and allowed quantitative

ranking of the remaining hiPSC clones in order of pluripotency

grade (Figure S4E).

The median number of localizations quantified from STORM

images (Figure 4A) showed statistically significant differences

among the different clones and gradually increased passing

from the hiPSCs clone 13 to 8. The calibration curve was used

to deduce the median number and density of nucleosomes

inside clutches in each hiPSC clone (Figures 4B and 4C).

There was a remarkable agreement between the pluripotency

score obtained from the gene card and the clutch size
Cell 160, 1145–1158, March 12, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1149



Figure 3. The Number of Nucleosomes Inside Clutches Correlates with Cellular State

(A and B) Box plots showing themedian number of H2B localizations per clutch in hFbs (n = 11 cells), TSA-hFbs (n = 11 cells) (A), in differentmESCs (n = 15, 15, 10,

and 14 cells, respectively, from left to right), and in mNPCs (n = 9 cells). (B) mESC sLif cells are color coded as type 1 containing a median of 22 ± 2 localizations

(yellow) (n = 8 cells) and type 2 containing a median of 17 ± 2 localizations (cyan) (n = 6 cells).

(C) Calibration curve to deduce the median number of nucleosomes per clutch. The median number of localizations per mononucleosome (red circle), 12- (green

circle) and 24-nucleosome array (black circle) labeled and imaged in vitro, 12- (green square) and 24-nucleosome array (black square) labeled and imaged in the

presence of a nuclear extract were used to generate the calibration curve. The gray line is the fit for the data in the presence of nuclear extract to a power law y =

axb with a = 11 ± 3 and b = 0.41 ± 0.15. Errors correspond to 95% confidence bounds. The dotted lines represent 68% confidence interval. Purple circle is data

from a 4,500 base pair (bp) plasmid assembled into nucleosome-arrays with an expected number of �20 nucleosomes per array. Blue circle is data from

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 4. Clutch Size Correlates with Pluripotency Grade in Human-Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells Clones

(A) Box plots showing themedian number of H2B localizations per clutch in different human-induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSCs) clones (n = 8, 20, 14, 8, and 11

cells from left to right, respectively, from multiple imaging experiments [minimum of 3]).

(B) Box plots showing the median number of nucleosomes per clutch in the different hiPSCs. The dotted line corresponds to one nucleosome.

(C) Box plots showing the median density of nucleosomes per clutch in the different hiPSCs.

(D) Pluripotency score of the different hiPSCs obtained from the gene card plotted against the median number of nucleosomes. Error bars indicate SDs. For black

dots, lines, box plot colors and statistics in (A)–(C) see description in the legend of Figure 3.

See also Figure S4.
(Figure 4D), (analysis showed r = �0.94 indicating high level of

anticorrelation, i.e., low number of nucleosomes per clutch for

high pluripotency score and vice versa). Indeed, the hiPSC clone

13, which showed high propensity to differentiate and a high

pluripotency score, had low density clutches with a median

number of only 1 nucleosome, while clutch size and density

increased progressively with the decreased pluripotency score

(Figures 4B–4D).
fluorophore-labeled secondary antibody alone. Inset shows the first part of the cu

correspond to SDs.

(D) Box plots showing the median number of nucleosomes per clutch in hFbs, T

responds to one nucleosome.

(E and F) Box plots showing the median density of nucleosomes per clutch in hFbs

(D–F) each black dot shows themedian number of nucleosomes obtained per indiv

the median for the entire population of nuclei analyzed for that cell type. The light

Statistical significance between the different cell types was determined using one

and *** (p < 0.001).

See also Figure S3.
Larger Clutches Have Higher Levels of H1 and Lower
Levels of RNA Polymerase II
The arrangement of nucleosomes in small clutches with lower

compaction could potentially facilitate the binding of transcrip-

tion factors, polymerases, and other proteins to the DNA, which

should be more accessible in regions containing smaller

clutches. The higher compaction of the nucleosomes within

larger clutches, on the other hand, should restrict DNA
rve containing the secondary antibody and the mononucleosomes. Error bars

SA-hFbs, in the different types of mESCs and in mNPCs. The dotted line cor-

, TSA-hFbs (E) in the different types of mESCs and mNPCs (F). For (A), (B), and

idual nucleus frommultiple imaging experiments (minimum of 3). The red line is

magenta region corresponds to the SE and the dark magenta region to the SD.

-way ANOVA. The stars indicate p values according to * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01),
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accessibility and should be aided by the presence of linker his-

tone protein H1, which is known to be involved in nucleosome

compaction and is enriched in heterochromatin (Fan et al.,

2005; Woodcock et al., 2006). Thus, to evaluate differences in

the heterochromatin content of clutches and their accessibility

to RNA Polymerase II (PolII), we performed multi-color STORM

imaging of H2B with histone H1 and of H2B with PolII.

H1 was more enriched at the nuclear periphery of hFbs where

heterochromatin is more abundant (Meister and Taddei, 2013)

(Figure 5A). A higher percentage of H2B co-localized with H1 in

hFbs (61% ± 11%) compared to TSA-hFbs (42% ± 6%,) (p =

0.028) as is also evident in the zoomed images (Figures 5A and

5B). For both hFbs and TSA-hFbs, the number of H1 localizations

in the clutches increased with the number of H2B localizations

(Figures 5C and S5A). In mESCs cultured in sLif, �54% ± 2%

of H2B co-localized with H1 and the number of H1 localizations

also increasedwith the number of H2B localizations (Figure S5B).

As expected, mESCsH1tKO contained much lower amount of H1

(Figure S5C) and only �35% ± 4% of H2B co-localized with H1

(p = 0.0057). Despite the low amount of H1 in these cells, the

same trend was observed, i.e., the number of H1 localizations

was increased in clutches with an increasing number of H2B lo-

calizations (Figure S5B). These results overall suggest that the

number of H1 histones correlates with the number of nucleo-

somes inside the clutches.

Since the largest clutches containing high amounts of H1 were

also the more densely compacted ones (Figures 3E and 3F) we

hypothesized that these might correspond to the ‘closed’ het-

erochromatin regions. To test this hypothesis we used an anti-

CREST antibody to recognize specific centromeric proteins.

Centromeres are known to include heterochromatin (Meister

and Taddei, 2013). CREST positive regions co-localized with

the large clutches (Figure 5D) containing on average 1.3-fold

higher number of H2B localizations compared to the global me-

dian (p = 0.014) (Figure S5D). A similar analysis was performed in

mESCs expressing a TALE-mClover that accumulates at peri-

centromeric regions in these cells (Miyanari et al., 2013). mClover

positive regions once again correlated with large clutches (Fig-

ure 5E) and clutches that overlapped with TALE-mClover con-

tained on average 2.2-fold higher number of H2B localizations

compared to the global median (p = 0.0002) (Figure S5E).

Next we analyzed PolII and H2Bmulti-color STORM images of

hFbs and TSA-hFbs. In both cases, PolII was partially inter-

spersed and partially co-localized with the nucleosome clutches

(Figure 6A and zooms). PolII-H2B nnds peaked at �40 nm (Fig-

ure 6B). We rationalized that the DNA within clutches having

fewer nucleosomes should be more accessible and therefore

PolII should be closest to the small clutches. To test this hypoth-

esis, we analyzed the number of H2B localizations within

clutches as a function of the nnds between PolII and H2B, re-

stricting the analysis to nnds below 70 nm, which corresponds

to the maximum PolII cluster size plus the maximum clutch

size. For both hFbs and TSA-hFbs, the nnds between PolII and

H2B were shorter for smaller clutches, indicating that PolII was

indeed closer to the smaller clutches with few nucleosomes (Fig-

ure 6C). These results indicate that PolII can access small

clutches, which likely form the ‘‘open’’ chromatin fiber arrange-

ment of transcribed chromatin regions.
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The DNA Fiber Is Not Fully Occupied with Nucleosomes
The organization of nucleosomes in discrete, spatially separated

clutches implies that nucleosome-depleted regions likely exist in

the chromatin fiber. We hypothesized that these regions might

be due to removal of nucleosomes in between nucleosome-

rich regions or to variations in the length of the linker-DNA

between subsequent nucleosomes. Coarse-grained computer

simulations of nucleosome spatial arrangement were performed,

using a simplisticmodel that considers aminimumnumber of pa-

rameters (Extended Experimental Procedures; Figures 7A–7C).

In this model, we simulated either random removal of nucleo-

somes with a given probability (NR Model; Extended Experi-

mental Procedures; Figure 7D) or variations in the average length

of the linker-DNA (LL Model, Extended Experimental Proce-

dures; Figure 7E) or potential effects of incomplete labeling

(Extended Experimental Procedures; Figures S6A and S6B).

Synthetic STORM images of the nucleosomes along the DNA

fiber (Figures 7F and S6A) were generated by assigning to each

nucleosome a given number of localizations based on the in vitro

calibration results (Extended Experimental Procedures; Fig-

ure S3B). The synthetic STORM images at different nucleosome

occupancy levels (Figure 7F) showed striking resemblance to the

experimental images. The median number of localizations, area,

and nnds of the nucleosome clutches were determined using

identical analysis parameters as before and plotted as a function

of nucleosome occupancy (Figure 7G).

Both the NR and LL models intersected the experimental

values of the number of localizations and the clutch nnds at

�57% and �45% occupancy for the hFbs and TSA-hFbs,

respectively (Figure 7G, top and middle). For TSA-hFb, the NR

model intersected the experimental value of the clutch area at

a similar occupancy level (45%) whereas the LL model inter-

sected it at a much lower occupancy level (34%) (Figure 7G, bot-

tom). For hFbs, the NRmodel intersected the experimental value

of clutch area at a slightly higher occupancy level than those ob-

tained from the other two parameters (60%) whereas the LL

model intersected this value at a slightly lower occupancy level

(52%) (Figure 7G, bottom).

In the case of labeling efficiency simulations, the three

measured experimental parameters could not be simultaneously

reproduced at any given labeling efficiency for hFbs and TSA-

hFbs (Figure S6B), indicating that poor labeling efficiency alone

cannot explain the experimental observations. However, nucle-

osome depletion in combination with incomplete labeling can

lead to the observed results, shifting the nucleosome occupancy

to higher values (Figure S6C). Regardless of the labeling effi-

ciency, nucleosome occupancy was higher in hFbs compared

to TSA-hFbs. The simulation results could reproduce both the

median values observed for the experimental data as well as

the full experimental distributions, with the best fit for the NR

model corresponding to 75% labeling efficiency for both hFb

(60% occupancy) and TSA-hFb (48% occupancy) (Figures

S6D–S6F).

Taken altogether, these results indicate that linker length var-

iations do not play a major role in generating nucleosome poor

regions in TSA-hFbs since all three measured parameters of

the experimental data could not be recapitulated with this model.

In the case of hFbs, combination of nucleosome removal and



Figure 5. The Linker Histone H1 Increases in Large Clutches and These Correlate with Heterochromatin Markers

(A and B) Representative STORM images showing H2B (red) and H1 (green) in hFb (n = 4 cells) (A) and TSA-hFb (n = 4 cells) (B). Higher zooms of the regions inside

white rectangles are shown next to each nucleus.

(C) Plot showing the number of H2B (x axis) and H1 (y axis) localizations inside clutches for which these two histones showed colocalization. Error bars in x axis

indicate SDs and in y axis indicate SEs. The trend lines are polynomial fits intended as a guide to the eye.

(D) Representative STORM image of H2B (gray) overlaid with the conventional fluorescence image of anti-CREST antibody (green) which recognizes centromeric

proteins in hFbs (n = 6 cells). Inset shows a zoomed in region of the red square.

(E) Representative STORM image of H2B (gray) overlaid with the conventional fluorescence image of TALE-mClover that recognizes the major satellite of

pericentromeric regions (TALE_MajSat) (green) in mESC sLif (n = 16 cells). Inset shows a zoomed in region of the red square.

See also Figure S5.
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Figure 6. RNA Polymerase II Associates with the Small Clutches
(A) Representative STORM image showing H2B (red) and RNA polymerase II (PolII (green) in TSA-hFb. Progressive zooms of the regions inside white rectangles

are shown below the image of the nucleus.

(B) Plot showing the distribution of nnds between H2B and PolII in hFb (blue) (n = 5 cells) and TSA-hFb (red) (n = 3 cells). The dashed line at 70 nm shows the

distance cut-off used for the analysis in (C) corresponding to maximum clutch size plus maximum PolII cluster size.

(C) Plot showing themedian number of H2B localizations within clutches as a function of the nnds (up to amaximum nnd of 70 nm) between PolII and H2B for hFb

(blue) and TSA-hFb (red). Error bars indicate SEs.
linker-DNA length modifications likely plays a role in generating

the nucleosome-depleted regions.

DISCUSSION

Chromatin organization and structure in interphase nuclei is

important for gene function and activity, therefore it is an area

of intense investigation (Wendt andGrosveld, 2014). Electronmi-

croscopy (EM) and more recently cryo-EM (Song et al., 2014)

have provided invaluable insight into nucleosome organization

in vitro. However, in vitro studies cannot determine if the organi-
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zation observed is prevalent in vivo in intact nuclei. The structure

of chromatin has also been subject to a number of in vivo studies

(Fussner et al., 2011a). Although these previous methods have

provided key information, they are accompanied with major

drawbacks such as harsh sample preparation, lack of molecular

specificity and/or low resolution, such that a clear picture on the

organization of nucleosomes along the chromatin fiber in living

cells has been lacking so far. Here, we have come closer than

ever to visualize the native structure of the chromatin fiber by dis-

secting at nanoscale resolution the organization of nucleosomes

in intact nuclei and in single cells. STORM imaging revealed that



Figure 7. Computer Simulations of Nucleosome Occupancy

(A) Nucleosomes (light blue) are initially arranged at regular intervals of 50 bp (experimentally determined linker-DNA length) on the DNA fiber, (full occupancy,

which in reality corresponds to 75% of DNA occupied with nucleosomes). DNA (146 bp) wraps around each nucleosome.

(B) A 3D DNA fiber arrangement is generated by positioning nucleosomes according to a Gaussian chain model with end-to-end distances (le-e) calculated

according to the worm like chain model (WLM) for a polymer with a persistence length of 150 bp (experimentally determined persistence length of DNA).

(legend continued on next page)
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(1) nucleosomes do not form a highly ordered organization but

rather arrange into discrete groups, the clutches, of various sizes

and densities, which are interspaced by nucleosome-depleted

regions; (2) there is a striking correlation between spatial distri-

bution, size, and compaction of nucleosome clutches and cell

pluripotency; (3) ground-state stem cells have low-density

clutches containing on average only a few nucleosomes; and

(4) large clutches with higher nucleosome compaction corre-

sponds to heterochromatin and include more H1, whereas the

small clutches with lower nucleosome compaction correspond

to active chromatin regions since they are associated to RNA

Polymerase II.

While the heterogeneity of the nucleosome clutches argues

against the existence of highly ordered structures such as the

30-nm fiber, it is still possible that nucleosomes maintain an or-

dered organization inside the clutches. Nevertheless, our simple

in silico model can reconstruct ‘‘nucleosome-rich’’ and ‘‘nucleo-

some-depleted’’ regions that recapitulate the experimental re-

sults without invoking the existence of a 30-nm fiber. Therefore,

our data indicate that an ordered structure is not strictly required

for the observed organization of nucleosomes.

In this work, we have discovered an important feature of

embryonic stem cells, i.e., their characteristic nucleosome

organization along the chromatin fiber. Furthermore, we have

revealed a striking correlation between naive pluripotent state

and nucleosome arrangement, which was made possible by

the direct visualization of nucleosomes at nanoscale resolution.

We found that drugs, such as TSA, which trigger massive epi-

genome modifications and facilitate somatic cell reprogram-

ming (Lluis and Cosma, 2013), induce a spatial rearrangement

of nucleosome clutches and modify their density. These struc-

tural modifications can potentially facilitate the maintenance of

pluripotency as well as the establishment of an induced plurip-

otent state.

Chromatin of mESCs is hyper-dynamic, shows increased tran-

scriptional activity and contains a high number of DNase I hyper-

sensitivity sites (Efroni et al., 2008; Fussner et al., 2011b;

Meshorer et al., 2006; Stergachis et al., 2013). These features,

associated with ‘‘open’’ chromatin, are consistent with the exis-

tence of small, low-density clutches in mESCs. Here, by the

direct visualization of nucleosomes we can now identify

‘‘open’’ and ‘‘closed’’ chromatin as small, low-density and large,

high-density nucleosome clutches, respectively, and relate

clutch size to cellular state. Clutch size could not only report

on heterogeneities in a given mESC population but importantly,

it also highly correlated with the pluripotency grade of hiPSCs.
(C) The resulting DNA fiber configuration is projected onto 2D space.

(D) In the nucleosome removal (NR) model, nucleosomes are removed from the

removed, the linker-DNA length between the neighboring nucleosomes increase

(E) In the linker length (LL) model the linker-DNA lengths (li) between subsequent

from 50 bp to 3,000 bp.

(F) Examples of synthetic STORM images obtained from the simulated arrangem

(G) Comparison of simulation results for the NR- (black squares and solid line)

(horizontal blue line) and TSA-hFbs (horizontal red line) at different levels of nucl

izations per clutch (upper), nnds of clutches (middle) and clutch area (lower). Th

values for which the simulation results of the different models intersect the experi

show the nucleosome occupancy values for which the simulation results interse

See also Figure S6.
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Pluripotency grade of different hiPSCs clones can therefore

potentially be characterized and compared at the single cell level

using this method. Overall, these results open up exciting possi-

bilities for identifying stem cell state simply by analyzing nucleo-

some arrangement. It will also be very interesting to determine

whether differences in the clutches exist between different cell

types such as cancer and normal cells, and if so, whether the

clutch size can also be used as a diagnostic marker for cancer

cell identification and consequent follow up therapies, or to iden-

tify rare subpopulations of stem/precursor cells within a specific

tissue.

Nucleosome occupancy is critical for biological function since

there should be a reservoir of DNA that is ready to be decoded by

transcription factors and RNA polymerases. Population studies

have measured an average linker-DNA length of around 50 bp

between subsequent nucleosomes (Kornberg, 1977; Valouev

et al., 2011; Widom, 1992), which would correspond to DNA

occupancy of �75%. Here, we estimate an occupancy level of

�60% in hFbs, which might be slightly underestimated since

our model does not take into account that not all nucleosomes

may be labeled inside the large clutches. Our result comes

very close to the occupancy level measured in genome-wide

studies (Jiang and Pugh, 2009; Struhl and Segal, 2013). How-

ever, it is difficult to directly compare genome-wide chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) or micrococcal nuclease (MNase)

studies with STORM imaging to extract information on nucleo-

some number and their localization on DNA since the former

methods are based on population studies and have a resolution

in the range of hundreds of nanometers, whereas STORM re-

veals nucleosomes in single cells with much higher resolution

(10–20 nm). In the future, it will be exciting to visualize both

DNA and nucleosomes by STORM at specific gene loci, which

may enable better comparison of the clutch data with the ChIP

analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Full details of the experimental procedures and analyses are provided online in

the Extended Experimental Procedures.

Sample Preparation and STORM Imaging

Cells were fixed with methanol-ethanol (1:1) at �20�C for 6 min unless other-

wise stated and immunostained with appropriate primary and secondary an-

tibodies. Secondary antibodies were labeled with activator-reporter dye pairs

(Alexa Fluor 405-Alexa Fluor 647) for STORM imaging. All imaging experi-

ments were carried out with a commercial STORM microscope system

from Nikon Instruments (NSTORM). Laser light at 647 nm was used for
DNA with a given probability ranging from 0 to 0.95. When a nucleosome is

s by 146 bp.

nucleosomes are drawn from normal distributions whose averages are varied

ent of nucleosomes at 75%, 57%, and 45% nucleosome occupancy.

and LL-Models (white circles and dotted line) to experimental data for hFbs

eosome occupancy (x axis). The comparison is made for the number of local-

e vertical thick blue lines and black arrows show the nucleosome occupancy

mental data for the hFbs. Similarly, the vertical thick red lines and black arrows

ct the experimental data for the TSA-hFbs. Trend lines are polynomial fits.



exciting Alexa Fluor 647, and laser light at 405 nm was used for activating it

via an activator dye (Alexa Fluor 405)-facilitated manner. For all single color

H2B imaging experiments, activation laser (405 nm) power was increased

over time in an identical way according to Table S1. For dual color imaging,

a second activator-reporter dye pair (Cy3-Alexa Fluor 647) and an additional

activation laser at 560 nm was used. The emitted light was collected by an oil

immersion 1003, 1.49 NA objective, filtered by an emission filter (ET705/72

m), and imaged onto an electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD)

camera at an exposure time of 15 ms per frame. For live-cell imaging, cells

were transfected with H2B-mEos2 or H2B-PAmCherry. Laser light at

405 nm was used to photoactivate the fluorescent proteins and laser light

at 560 nm was used to excite the photoactivated forms. The fluorescence

emission was filtered with an emission filter (BP 605/52) and recorded with

an exposure time of 50 ms per frame.

Data Analysis

STORM images were analyzed using custom-written software (Insight3, pro-

vided by Bo Huang, University of California, San Francisco) by fitting the fluo-

rophore images in each frame to a simple Gaussian to determine x-y

coordinates.

For cluster quantification, x-y localization lists were binned to construct

discrete localization images with pixel size of 10 nm. These were convoluted

with a square kernel (5 3 5 pixels2) to obtain density maps and transformed

into binary images by applying a constant threshold. x-y coordinates in the bi-

nary image were grouped into clusters using a distance-based algorithm.

Cluster sizes were calculated as the SD of x-y coordinates from the relative

cluster centroid.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures and

six figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.

1016/j.cell.2015.01.054.
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